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Abstract
Improvised explosive devices (IEDs) present a number of challenges in terms of the
generation of forensically relevant information. Inhibition to PCR from sub-optimal sample
types as well as from specific substrates has historically meant that extraction prior to PCR
has been required. Improvements to STR kit buffers lead to the successful introduction of
direct PCR to the analysis of IED-relevant samples, however none of these samples have
been exposed to detonations. This study presents data to support the use of direct PCR in the
analysis of IED components post-detonation. VeriFiler™ Plus generated informative profiles,
containing ≥ 12 autosomal alleles, from samples touched for a maximum of 15 s that were
then exposed to a detonation from plastic explosive placed as close as 100 mm. Of the 37
recovered touched items or fragments, 28 contained autosomal alleles from the donor with 18
(49 %) presenting informative profiles that matched the DNA donor. This compared with
results following STR PCR post-extraction with one of 11 amplified post-detonation touch DNA
samples being informative. The use of Diamond™ Nucleic Acid Dye (DD) staining and
visualisation before and after detonation allowed for analysis as to cell loss or damage as a
result of the detonation itself and aided in the triaging of samples to be selected for DNA
profiling. This is the first record of cellular visualisation and comparison before and after
detonation with accompanying STR results on a range of sample types typical of IED
constituents. Following comparison of DD visualised cells and STR amplification success,
chemical analysis of plastic and electrical tape samples supported substrate-specific
inhibition. These data represent the first instance of informative DNA profiles being produced
from post-detonation samples using direct PCR, as close as 100 mm from the charge.
1. Introduction
Improvised Explosive Devices (IEDs) are a devastating tool readily utilised by terrorists
and other criminals worldwide. In the construction of IEDs, which is often performed with cheap
and widely available items, DNA from the maker of the IED may be deposited on the
components during construction, placement and deployment. Provided that the DNA can be
analysed, genetic data may provide pivotal information in the prosecution of offences and
intelligence for the fight against acts
that involve the use of an IED. However, the ability to generate a DNA profile from touched
items after they have been subjected to the massive forces and temperatures of an explosion
is potentially fraught with difficulties.
A number of studies that have obtained genetic information from IED components postdetonation have used samples spiked with known amounts of pristine cellular material in the
form of epithelial cells or buffy coat [1,2]. Varying success was obtained with both extraction
and direct PCR amplification workflows using STR analyses. The benefit of spiking with buccal
cells is that it is possible to give an approximate number of cells deposited on each item.
However, realistically, buccal cells are unlikely to be deposited on IED components. This
means that while buccal cells may be used for a proof-of-concept, or as controls, in order to
mimic real-life performance, real-life deposition is required. In reality, it is corneocytes that will
be transferred onto IED component surfaces if they are touched by human hands [3]. To
determine with accuracy whether DNA profiles can be obtained from items post-detonation,
components of IEDs touched by volunteers should be used.

The analysis of retrieved touch DNA from IEDs has previously utilised both direct STR
PCR [4–6] and STR amplification post-extraction [1,7]. Increasing the number of PCR cycles
has been performed on PVC and circuit board samples [4], half-volume amplification has been
performed on material recovered from PVC, circuit boards, and electrical tape [5] and latent
DNA detection by fluorescent dyes prior to amplification has been performed on PVC and
electrical tape [5,6]. Altering the amplification methods, such as cycle number or kit volume,
may make incorporation into forensic laboratory workflow difficult due to strict validation
guidelines and high workflow automation, therefore it is not ideal to alter the manufacturers’
guidelines. While these studies highlight the potential to analyse trace DNA on such
substrates, they are restricted in any conclusions that can be made regarding the reality of
post explosion sample analysis.
There have been very few studies that have been able to obtain any STR alleles in
profiles post-detonation; these have both utilised DNA extractions within their workflow [1,8].
Phetpeng et al. used consensus profiles from 195 pieces of IED evidence to obtain a single
profile from all samples. They compared a number of sampling and processing methods, using
Identifiler® Plus as the STR kit, and found that the most efficient method produced an average
of 6.02 alleles per profile from their touch DNA post-detonation samples, with 9 returning full
profiles [1]. Another study, performed by Tasker et al. used an epithelial cell suspension,
containing approximately 800 cells per sample [8]. They obtained less than 13 alleles (30 %)
per profile, using GlobalFiler®, for the majority of post-detonation samples [8]. They found the
degradation of samples was mild to moderate from their Quantifiler® Trio data. As well as STR
amplification SNP analyses, by MPS, and insertion/null markers (INNUL) amplifications were
performed. Tasker et al. found that INNUL amplification produced the most complete genetic
profiles when compared to their MPS and STR amplifications [8]. Data from INNUL may
provide some intelligence information, however there is no STR database equivalent for these
markers.
The standard analysis in forensic DNA testing starts with an extraction process; this
typically uses an automated liquid handling system. The end point is quantifiable DNA in a
purified form. Performing an extraction reduces the inhibitors present within a sample,
however, significant DNA template loss also occurs [9–12]. An alternative is to use direct PCR
as this eliminates the extraction process and helps retain all DNA template for amplification
[11,13–21]. It has been shown that direct PCR often improves genetic material recovery on
touch or trace DNA samples [2,4,22–25]. Although increased template is available for PCR,
inhibitors are also present in the amplified sample. A trade-off between inhibitor presence, in
direct PCR workflow, and potential DNA template loss, through extraction, must be
considered. This is especially true for samples that may contain large quantities of inhibitors,
such as post-detonation IED exhibits. Direct PCR has been used on samples that may contain
large amounts of possible inhibitors, such as blood [26–28], however direct amplification of
post-detonation touched IED samples has not been performed to observe inhibition within
these relevant sample types.
A relatively new concept for touch DNA analysis is the application of Diamond™
Nucleic Acid Dye (DD) to a sample for the visualisation of cellular material [29–32]. A recent
report used DD and SYBR® Green on touched IED mock exhibits that had not undergone
detonation. High and low partial DNA profiles were obtained after this DD staining using direct
PCR amplification [6] and an average of 12.6 alleles (out of a possible 32) were obtained after
visualisation with SYBR® Green [5]. In that article there was a suggestion that DD may inhibit
PCR, therefore the use of SYBR® green was advised [5]; this has not been experienced in
our laboratory, therefore DD was used in this study. Although previous studies have visualised
cellular material on samples that have not undergone detonation, they support the potential
for latent DNA detection using fluorescence prior to sample collection on post-detonation
samples.

We report that cellular material deposited by touch could be visualised after it had been
exposed to a controlled explosion and STR data could be obtained effectively from it. The
visualisation of deposits has the potential to greatly aid the triaging of samples for inclusion or
exclusion for downstream processing. In this work, touch DNA was stained before detonation
and the location of cells recorded. After detonation it was possible to observe how much of
the initial cellular deposit remained. STR results from both direct PCR and post-extraction
PCR workflows are compared.
2. Methods
Many studies have shown that the surface type of exhibits analysed plays a role in the
amount of genetic data obtained [1,6,7,23]. As well as the exhibit type, the collection and
processing method used plays a significant role in the quality of resultant STR profiles
obtained from touch DNA samples [1,4,6,23,24,33]. Because of this, an amalgamation of the
most efficient sampling and processing methods has been performed on a range of sample
types typical of those found within IEDs.
2.1. Ethics approval
Prior approval was obtained from the Social and Behavioural Research Ethics
Committee (reference 8109).
2.2. Exhibits and volunteers
Five substrates were chosen to emulate potential real-life exhibits used in the
construction of an IED comprising: twin-core insulated wire; a peeled battery casing mounted
on aluminium sheeting; aluminium sheeting; electrical tape (non-adhesive surface); and thick
polypropylene plastic sheet. Henceforth the sheath of the twin-core wire will be referred to as
“wire” and the polypropylene plastic sheet will be referred to as “plastic". A triangular substrate
unit was constructed, consisting of these five substrates (Supp Fig. 1). All items were cleaned
with 3 % sodium hypochlorite bleach, wiped, sprayed with nuclease free water, wiped, and
allowed to air dry in an isolated clean room. Each sample was then irradiated with UV for 15
min to ensure no amplifiable DNA was present on the items prior to the deposition of DNA by
the volunteers.
Two volunteers (designated PRI 01 and PRI 02) each touched every substrate unit as
described below (Section 2.3) in six replicates giving a total of 80 samples; two units from
each volunteer were not exposed to a detonation in order to provide a set of touch controls.
Other positive controls of each substrate unit were created in quadruplet using saliva from one
volunteer; two were exposed to detonation and the others were not. Negative controls of each
substrate were performed in quadruplicate; two were exposed to detonation and the others
were not. The six touched replicates that were exposed to detonation were separated into two
groups for a total of three replicates per volunteer per group, these groups being: direct PCR
STR, and standard extraction to STR PCR methodologies. One replicate of each negative
control substrate and each positive control substrate, from each volunteer, were separated
into the previous categories. One saliva positive control unit, one touched control unit per
volunteer, and one negative control unit were separated into the previous categories.
The shedder status of both volunteers had been previously determined following the
method of Kanokwongnuwut et al. [29]. Both volunteers were found to be intermediate
shedders, representational of the largest portion of the previously sampled population [29,34].
2.3. Deposition of DNA
The two participants were asked to touch each sample for a maximum of 15 s after an
undefined time post-handwashing during which time regular activities, such as office work,
were performed. This is to facilitate DNA deposition typical of that encountered in casework.

The volunteers were asked to wait 15 min between touching each to allow cellular build up on
their hands. These times were chosen as
previous studies have shown that after 15 min sufficient DNA is present
on an individual’s hands to allow its successful profiling [24,35,36].
2.4. Detection of latent DNA
Diamond™ Nucleic Acid Dye (DD) (Promega, Madison, WI, USA) 10,000x stock
solution was diluted with 0.01 % Triton-X (Sigma, Victoria, Australia) to a working solution of
20x [37]. Onto each substrate, 5 μL of the 20x DD solution was placed and spread over the
surface. Previous studies have shown that DD does not inhibit PCR amplification when it is
applied in this quantity [29]. The DD solution was allowed to air-dry before it was visualised
with a Dino-Lite EDGE AM4115T-GFBW digital fluorescence microscope (AnMo Electronics
Corporation, New Taipei City, Taiwan) with a 480 nm LED light source and a 510 nm emission
filter. Images of cellular material were taken at 50x and 220x magnifications at each of the
three locations.
Cellular material from three 220× images from each location were scored (from level
0–4) visually using the exemplars given in Fig. 1. These cell scores were averaged across the
nine 220x images per sample to establish the average distribution of cells across the item prior
to detonation. The same process was carried out post-detonation, using the same locations
where cells were detected pre-detonation to ensure comparable images pre- and postdetonation. Where fragmentation of samples occurred, and positions could not be matched
fully to pre-detonation images, the sample contained less than the previous nine images and
the average cell score was adjusted accordingly. All small fragments (∼ 25 mm2 to 200 mm2)
were visualised and sorted into a group containing fragments that contained cellular material
or a group containing fragments where no cellular material was detected. Fragments
containing cellular material were compared to pre-detonation images and designated to their
sample code appropriately. Fragments that could not be identified by comparison to predetonation images were labelled as ‘unknown’.

Fig. 1. Visual cell scoring guide with saliva DNA samples and touch DNA samples of each designation.

2.5. Exposure of samples to detonation
Samples were exposed to detonations of explosive charges conducted in a blast
chamber. The substrate units were used in six explosive events with 180 g of PE4 plastic
explosive as an approximately spherical charge, suspended approximately 1.5 m above the
floor and initiated with an electric bridge wire detonator. Samples were suspended at different
distances from the charge, between 100 mm and 1250 mm, measured from the surface of the
charge to the centre of the closest face of the sample unit; due to the dimensions of the blast
chamber, separation of sample from explosive could not exceed 1250 mm. After detonation
occurred, samples that remained intact or fragments that could be identified as specific

samples were placed in their designated transport box. Other fragments were individually
packaged for transport and future designation by DD visualisation and comparison.
2.6. Collection of DNA from samples
Each sample was double-swabbed using a nylon ultra-fine microapplicator (City
Dental, SA, Australia), with the exception of small fragments where one swab was used. Each
swab head was moistened with 2 μL of 0.1 % Triton™ X-100 (Sigma). The swab heads were
removed, using a sterile scalpel blade, into either a 0.2 mL thin-walled PCR tube (Eppendorf,
NSW, Australia) for direct amplification or an automated liquid handling platform (LHP) tube
for extraction.
2.7. DNA extraction and quantification
DNA extractions were performed using the DNA IQ™ System (Promega, Madison,
Wisconsin) on an automated LHP with a final extraction volume of 60 μL. The DNA in all
samples was quantified after the DNA extraction process using the Quantifiler Trio™ DNA
quantification kit (ThermoFisher Scientific, Waltham, Massachusetts).
2.8. STR DNA amplification
Direct PCR was performed on each sample using the VeriFiler™ Plus kit
(ThermoFisher Scientific).
Amplifications were performed in 25 μL following the manufacturer’s protocol, with
exception of 2 μL of Prep-n-Go™ (ThermoFisher Scientific) and Low TE Buffer (ThermoFisher
Scientific) replacing water. All amplifications were performed on a ProFlex™ thermal-cycler
(ThermoFisher Scientific). PCR product (1 μL) was added to 9.6 μL Hi-Di formamide and 0.4
μL 600 LIZ® (ThermoFisher Scientific) and separated on a 3500 Genetic Analyser
(ThermoFisher Scientific).
All extracted samples that returned a quantification value with the addition of ten that
returned no quantification data, selected on the basis of largest number of cells recorded preextraction, were processed for STR typing. Amplification of extracted DNA samples were
performed as above with 15.5 μL of the extract added to the PCR. Due to the 2 μL Prep-nGo™, the maximum volume of extract able to be added to the PCR was 15.5 μL for a final
PCR volume of 25 μL.
2.9. Data analysis
Data were analysed using GeneMapper® ID-X (version 1.4). The number of donor and
non-donor alleles were counted and the average relative fluorescent unit (RFU) per donor and
non-donor peak was calculated across each dye lane. The quality of the profiles, with respect
to peak morphology, peak balance and artefact incidence were observed. Peaks were
recorded if they were of 50 RFU or above. Peaks were considered for homozygosity if they
were of 150 RFU or above. Profiles containing ≥12 autosomal alleles were considered
informative (uploadable to a DNA database).
A regression analysis was performed analysing the effect of surface type on the
number of peaks, taking into account the distance from the charge by considering the ‘cells
after’ scores.
2.10. Chemical analysis of substrates
IR spectrometry was performed on the electrical tape, twin-core insulated wire, and
plastic substrate using a Nexus 870 spectrometer and a Nicolet ATR accessory equipped with
a single-pass diamond crystal (ThermoFisher Scientific). After analysis, each item was soaked
in dichloromethane in order to extract plasticisers and the treated plastics were re-analysed
using IR spectrometry. The dichloromethane extracts were analysed using an Agilent 7890
gas chromatograph equipped with a 5975 triple-axis mass spectral detector. An HP5-MS

column (Agilent Technologies, VIC, Australia) with dimensions 30 m x 250 μm × 0.25 μm was
used for gas chromatographic (GC) separation and mass spectrometry (MS) was carried out
in electron ionization mode at 70 eV (scan range 40 m/z–450 m/z). GC analysis was
conducted in split mode (1:10) with an injection port temperature of 300 °C. Flow was held
constant at 1 mL/min with He carrier gas. The temperature program was 100−300 °C at a
heating rate of 30 °C per minute and then the oven was held at 300 °C for 5 min. Accurate
mass MS analysis of the dichloromethane extract was performed on an AxION 2 Time of Flight
Mass Spectrometer Perkin Elmer, VIC, Australia equipped with a Direct Sample Accessory
Perkin Elmer operating at 350 °C with a nitrogen gas pressure of 90 psi a resolution of
approximately 8000 at m/z 622.0290. The mass spectrometer scanned across a range of
100−1000 m/z in positive ion mode, with a spectral acquisition rate of 1 spectrum/second.
Calibrant masses of 121.05087, 322.0500, 622.0300 and 922.0100 m/z were obtained using
an APCI tuning mix (Agilent Technologies). Analysis was carried out by placing a drop of the
diluted dichloromethane extract (5 μL) on Perkin Elmer stainless steel sample mesh.
3. Results and discussion
3.1. DD use for triaging
Using DD to stain and visualise cellular material, items can very quickly be screened
to determine whether cellular material is present and, if it is, whether subsequent efforts to
recover it using swabs has been successful. In the investigation of a deployed IED, significant
fragmentation of the device may take place and thus it may be necessary to examine a large
number of fragments. As only a few of which may have an exploitable deposit of cellular
material present, visualisation of cellular material can help reduce the labour involved in
processing items and reduce the number of items subjected to downstream DNA processing
that do not have useable deposits of cellular material present, thus saving analysis costs.
In the research described here, substrates were stained with DD prior to detonation
rather than post-detonation (as would be carried out in normal investigations) in the
expectation that the impact of a detonation upon cellular deposits could be evaluated. Data
generated from this method showed that DD-cell conjugates are completely stable under
extreme physical pressure and high temperatures, as experienced during a detonation.
3.2. Cell scoring data comparison pre- and post-detonation
The process of depositing touch DNA onto IED components, staining with DD to record
the location and number of cells on each substrate, exposure of these substrates to an
explosive detonation, re-visualisation of substrates to record cell retention, and subjection
each substrate to either direct PCR or PCR post-extraction for STR profile analyses allows
realistic conclusions to be drawn on the effects the detonation process has on substrates
containing touch DNA. As exactly the same location could be identified pre- and postdetonation on each collected substrate, providing total cell loss had not occurred, the number
of cells lost due to the detonation process could be determined. An example of the comparison
of pre- and post- detonation substrate images is shown in Fig. 2.

Fig. 2. Example of pre-detonation (left) and post-detonation (right) images matched at the same location
on a battery (A), aluminium (B), and electrical tape (C). Images taken at 220× magnification

There was no significant difference in the average number of alleles per profile
observed between the two DNA donors (p>0.5). This was expected as both were intermediate
shedders, therefore it would be expected that they would deposit a similar amount of cellular
material onto each item. When test substrates were further than 250 mm from the explosion,
cell loss was insignificant. At 250 mm from the charge cell loss was noted, with cell loss being
considered significant at 100 mm (p = 0.00014) (Fig. 3). Note that with distance the cell scoring
increased in an approximately exponential fashion (e.g. a score of 1 was an increase by a
factor of approximately Euler’s number from a score of 0) and the proportion of cellular material
remaining for each sample was calculated as the exponent of the post-detonation cell score
minus the pre-detonation cell score. Morphological changes to cellular material were also
noted (Fig. 4). At ≤ 100 mm from the charge the substrate samples themselves experienced

severe physical damage or were fragmented to the extent that they could not be recovered. It
can be concluded with confidence that cell movement and loss does not occur readily from
samples ≥ 250 mm from the charge of an IED.

Fig. 3. Proportion of the original cells retained on a sample post-blast against the distance each sample
was positioned from the charge. Units placed right next to (within 100 mm) the charge retained relatively
few cells. This is in contrast to the units placed≥250 mm from the charge where over 70 % of cells remained
in their original location.

Fig. 4. Comparison of pre- and post-detonation from plastic and twin wire samples from 750 mm and 100
mm from the charge; plastic 750 mm (A), wire 750 mm (B), plastic 100 mm (C) and wire 100 mm (D). The
images show at 50× and 220× magnifications.

3.3. STR profiling data – direct PCR against PCR post-extraction
There was an expectation that DNA deposition would differ between substrates as a
myriad of variables play a role in DNA deposition. To account for this variation in the analyses
of resultant DNA profiles, with respect to the number of peaks observed and their RFU values,
the cellular material deposited by the donors was visualised and scored. The method used is
representational of the touch deposition expected in the construction of an IED. Substrate
units were triangular in shape, therefore when suspended and detonated not all faces were
exposed to identical conditions. As the trends we observed with respect to the role distance
plays on cell loss, subsequently discussed, were seen over larger distances and each sample
surface was within a 25 mm radius of the measured surface it was concluded any difference
experienced due to direct/indirect exposure to the charge would be minute within each
substrate unit when compared between other substrate units at different distances.
3.3.1. Direct PCR
All samples that were not exposed to a detonation, baseline samples, produced
informative profiles (≥12 autosomal alleles); average cell scores per baseline sample were
equivalent to pre-detonation samples ranging 0.89-2.44. There was a reduction in the number
of donor STR alleles observed post-detonation on all substrate types compared with samples
that had not been exposed to a detonation. As very little cell loss was observed, an average
score loss of 0.49 was observed, this reduction in amplified STR alleles is most likely due to
inhibitory or DNA degradation effects caused by the detonation process. These effects are not
sufficiently severe to result in an inability to produce STR profiles as 49 % of the samples
analysed resulted in informative STR profiles (76 % produced amplified alleles), however the

inhibition/degradation post-detonation was significant (p = 0.0034) between the wire and
plastic samples when compared with the other substrate types (Fig. 5). As samples that were
touched and stained but not exposed to a detonation returned STR profiles for wire and plastic
positive control samples, inhibition from the substrate due to an effect of the detonation is
likely.
Partial profiles, containing between 1–29 autosomal alleles, from samples as close as
100 mm to the charge were able to be obtained with a full DNA profile obtained from an
electrical tape fragment 250 mm from the charge (Supp Figs. 2–3). The STR data indicate that
with a direct PCR workflow it is possible to produce STR profiles from post-detonation samples
that had been touched for as little as 15 s pre-detonation.

Fig. 5. Boxplot of data from samples ≥ 750 mm from the charge indicating the average number of alleles
per profile obtained from each surface type.

There was a general relationship between the amount of cellular material visualised
and the resultant STR profile, when no substrate specific inhibition occurred and considering
distance from the charge (Supp Fig. 4). Because of this, staining with DD and visually
analysing the samples can give an indication of the potential STR profile able to be obtained
post-amplification. The relationship observed between the cell score and resultant STR profile
was not completely described by a linear relationship (R2= 0.65). This may be due to a number
of factors. The quantity of DNA within each visualised cell is likely different due to the DNA
within touch deposits, which could contain keratinocytes and/or corneocytes in different stages
of degradation. The staining does not indicate the quality of DNA, merely its presence. A low
cell score with higher quality DNA compared with a high cell score with heavily degraded DNA

could therefore give similar STR profiles, in terms of alleles amplified. Additionally, the
presence of any inhibitors due to the detonation may not have been uniform across all
samples, especially considering those closer to the charge against those further from the
charge.
Of the 37 touch DNA post-detonation samples and fragments analysed, 18 returned
profiles considered informative, 10 returned profiles with 1–11 autosomal alleles, and the
remaining 9 generated no alleles. Due to the quality of the buffer and the efficiency of the
enzyme within VeriFiler® Plus, samples with very low cell scores were still amplified
successfully with many alleles present, therefore most samples with a cell score above 1, with
the exception of wire and plastic samples, resulted in informative DNA profiles (83 %).
3.3.2. PCR post-extraction
The successful generation of DNA profiles by direct PCR is in contrast to the substrates
analysed by post-extraction PCR. Of the 27 detonated touch DNA samples only three returned
quantification values. Of the 11 detonated touch DNA samples that underwent PCR postextraction only one returned an informative profile, one presented 7 autosomal alleles and all
others failed. The only sample to return an informative profile post-extraction was from a wire
sample and presented more alleles than any wire sample amplified with direct PCR. This
indicates that when processing wire, and likely other plastic samples, an extraction pre-PCR
could offer a better chance for obtaining DNA data, however as only one post-detonation postextraction wire sample was processed this is not conclusive. All other sample types should be
analysed by a direct PCR workflow as results show strong support for the conclusion that the
application of this method to post-detonation samples gives the highest chance for genetic
data yield.
3.4. Substrate specific effects
After an IED detonation event, many evidence recovery operatives in hostile
environments are restricted in regard to the time that they can spend in the blast scene
collecting samples (personal communications, DSTG). Therefore, information as to the types
of samples most likely to return informative STR profiles can provide valuable guidance.
Previous research suggests that the type of substrate analysed plays a role in the resultant
profiles [1,5,7,23] and our STR data generated post-detonation supports this.
There was no significant difference between the cell loss observed and the surface
type (p>0.18). However, this does not correlate with expected profiling success as STR
profiles observed for the wires and plastic samples contained far fewer alleles per profile than
the other sample types tested. A boxplot comparing the number of peaks detected and the
surface type was created. To negate the confounding effect that distance from the charge has,
the boxplot considers data with the minimum distance of 750 mm (Fig. 5).
Both the plastic and wire surface types returned results indicating the reduction in the
number of alleles present per profile from these sample types was significant (p = 0.03302
and 0.00411 respectively). This indicates surface-specific inhibition or surface-specific DNA
degradation. As the plastic and wire samples that did not undergo detonation produced STR
profiles comparable to the other substrates, the inhibition or degradation observed within the
STR profiles of post-detonation samples is due to these substrates being in proximity to a
detonation.
Chemical analysis of the wire, plastic and electrical tape was carried out. Using IR
spectrometry, both the electric tape and twin core insulated wire were identified as plasticised
PVC while the plastic substrate was identified as plasticised polypropylene. GC–MS and
accurate mass MS indicated that the plasticiser in the electric tape and plastic substrate was
dioctyl phthalate while accurate mass MS indicated that the twin-core insulated wire contained
trioctyl trimellitate. It is not clear why the detonation caused the wire and plastic but not the
tape to become inhibitory to PCR. The phenomenon is not linked to the type of plasticiser, as

the plastic and the tape have the same plasticiser, and it is not linked to the type of polymer
in the substrate, as the tape and the wire are both made from PVC. It may be that the
detonation event is causing migration of the plasticiser out of the wire but not the electrical
tape, thus presenting the opportunity for plastizer to contaminate the cellular material collected
from the wire and to inhibit PCR. It may also be that the PVC in the wire suffers degradation
and releases a product, such as hydrogen chloride gas, that interferes with subsequent PCR,
although the reason why PVC tape and PVC wire behave differently is not clear. As plasticiser
is widely used in many common plastic objects that may be used in IEDs, further investigation
of this phenomenon is continuing in our laboratory.
3.5. Limitations
The explosive behaviour of the charge during experiments was observed using high
speed video photography. Even though steps were taken to ensure that the charges had the
same spherical shape and mass, some variation in the development of the detonation’s fireball
was noted between experiments. Additionally, as the detonation was conducted in a blast
chamber, real-world inhibitors to the DD or PCR steps of the workflow were not present.
Additional research in alternate environments would therefore allow for more rigorous and
appropriate testing of the proposed workflow.
Due to the difference in fragment sizes obtained post-detonation, the surface area
swabbed inevitably differed with each sample. The variation in fragment size of samples the
same distance from the charge due to detonation has been previously observed [8]. The
surface area visualised was also not the only areas swabbed on a substrate; larger substrates
were swabbed in areas not visualised to maximise template collection. Although this is
representational of casework workflow it presents challenges with data analyses in terms of
comparison between samples. Samples with localised high cellular material concentration and
those with lower cellular material concentration across the entire exhibit surface will score
differently with the applied method but may contain the same number of cells across the
sampled area as a sample with the inverse cellular distribution; however, areas representative
of the surface coverage with respect to cellular deposition were targeted for the cell scores
where possible. It is more likely that variable spread and variable swabbing areas would
confound the data.
4. Conclusion
These data represent the first instance of successful DNA profile generation from postdetonation samples using direct PCR. Samples as close as 250 mm from the charge
generated a full DNA profile, with substantially less profiling success achieved with cellular
material located 100 mm from the charge. Therefore, there is a real chance for successful
genetic data generation from forensic exhibits collected post-detonation.
This study shows the contribution that DD staining and visualisation can aid triaging in
post-detonation examination casework. Application of the dye and subsequent visualisation is
a rapid process and is performed in ambient light. The ability to produce genetic data in the
form of an STR profile from post-detonated samples has been successfully shown and the
implications and potential benefits are obvious.
The success of obtaining genetic information from these samples post-detonation
gives confidence that a wider study of IED-relevant exhibits could be successful and is
therefore warranted. As substrate specific inhibition was observed, the analysis of a larger
range of exhibit types post-detonation will allow for increased data as to the types of exhibits
that are the best to prioritise for collection if time pressures are imposed. In addition, if such
an expanded study of substrates indicates that particular substrates are prone to causing
inhibition of PCR the information will aid decision-making as to which samples collected should
be processed using direct PCR and which should be subjected to extraction and clean-up.

A specific study into the effect that distance from the charge has on the cellular
material, in terms of loss and morphological changes and resultant viability of STR profiling,
will also present data that will inform triaging teams. Research as to the number of touch DNA
cells required for successful STR profiling is also important for informing sample triage teams
if DD staining is incorporated into workflow.
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Supplementary data

Supp Figure 1 Sample units comprised of twin-core insulated wire, a peeled battery mounted on aluminium
sheeting, aluminium sheeting, electrical tape, and polypropylene plastic. Each sample within the sample
unit contains reference points for DD visualisation and sample ID information.

Supp Figure 2 Example of full STR profile obtained from an electrical tape sample exposed to a controlled
detonation of plastic explosive. The sample was 250mm from the charge.

Supp Figure 3 Example of three STR profiles obtained from post-detonation samples; (A) an aluminium
sample 1000mm from the charge with a cell score of 1.78 , (B) a mounted battery sample 750mm from the
charge with a cell score of 1.44, and (C) an insulated wire sample 750mm from the charge with a cell score
of 1.78.

Supp Figure 4 Average cell score per sample against the resultant STR amplification success
of post-detonation samples. Items were a piece of aluminium, a mounted battery casting, and
electrical tape. Samples were 100mm-1000mm from a charge of plastic explosive.

